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A government review in one of the world’s most mature gambling markets could herald signiﬁcant
changes for the industry.
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As the first edition of the IMGL
Magazine was going to press,
the UK’s Gambling Act Review
was receiving final submissions as part
of its 16-week call for evidence. Against
this backdrop a panel of five experts:
Lord Philip Smith of Hindhead who sat
on the Parliamentary Committee in the
House of Lords, Lawrence Robertson,
Member of Parliament for Tewkesbury
and a member of the Conservative
government in the Commons, Brigid
Simmonds OBE, Chair of the Betting
and Gaming Council, an Industry trade
body, Andrew Tait, a gambling lawyer
with INCE Gibraltar, and Adam Rivers,
Regulatory Economist with KPMG,
contributed to an IMGL webinar chaired
by lawyer Jeremy Phillips QC.
Mr Phillips started by setting the scene
for the review: “The Gambling Act was
brought in under the Blair government
in 2005 and was a radical departure
for UK betting, gaming and lotteries
legislation. The Act was deliberately
intended to be light touch and favorable
towards gambling but with safeguards
and sanctions in place should they
be required. Innovations included
the establishment of the Gambling
Commission which was set up with a
specific objective that it should ‘aim
to permit’ gambling, in so far as it was
reasonably consistent with pursuit of the
licensing objectives. The three licensing
objectives created by the Act were to
prevent crime, to ensure that gambling
was fair and transparent and to protect
children and vulnerable adults.
“In 2019 a House of Lords Select
Committee on the Social and Economic
Impact of the Gambling Industry was

asked to consider the operation of
the Act and found it to be not wholly
effective in meeting its protection
responsibilities when it reported in July
2020.1 The Committee was given data
from the UK Gambling Commission
showing that gambling had grown from
a total annual Gross Gambling Yield of
£8.6bn in 2008 to reach £14.2bn GGY in
the year to March 2020 and the industry
made a total contribution of around £3bn
in tax.2 The Select Committee report
concluded that, despite the important
contribution to tax coffers and the
enjoyment provided by gambling, there
are considerable harms and that it was
the right time for a review.
“One third of the UK population
enjoyed gambling from time to time and
the vast majority suffered no harm. This
had to be set against almost two million
people considered to have a problem
to some degree showing gambling
addiction or reliance has become an
issue. The UKGC data showed 300,000
individuals were considered to be
problem gamblers. A further 440,000
adults were found to be at moderate
risk, there were 1.4m low-risk gamblers
and 55,000 children who were viewed as
problem gamblers.
“The report recommended the testing
of games, reducing spin speeds and
made provision for checking customer
affordability. It also recommended the
setting up of a statutory ombudsmen
service, that loot boxes should be
brought within gambling legislation,
that the National Health Service should
set up a problem gambling unit and that
betting on the shirts of sports teams
should no longer be allowed.”

Evidence not opinion
Swirling around the Review have been
some lurid media headlines some
of them inspired by the numerous
campaigning organizations who see
an opportunity to reverse what they
see as a tide of problem gambling and
irresponsible operators.
As Lord Smith, said: “The UK has a
modern-day ‘temperance movement’
that is vocal and vociferous and wellfunded. Some of the people with the
strongest views have benefited from
funding from the Lottery which they
refuse to hear a word against and yet
they find faults with gambling. There are
double standards and inconsistencies
which the Review will hopefully
address, but we need to temper the
arguments to get the message across to
a broader spectrum of people. That is
why we have called for evidence, not
opinion. Opinion is interesting but we
want evidence to see what is working
and what needs to change.
“There is no denying that a review is
long overdue. 2005 was pre the smart
phone, pre eBay and pre Facebook.
It looks very much like analogue
legislation trying to operate in the
digital reality. There are issues with
online and around children: loot boxes
should, in my view be categorized
as gambling. The much-publicized
problems have to be set against the vast
majority of the population who gamble
within their means, the benefits to
society through jobs and tourism, and
to the economy through tax. So we need
measures to protect vulnerable people
without curtailing the enjoyment of the
majority who should be able to spend

1. Gambling Harm—Time for Action Report of Session 2019-21 - published 2 July 2020 - HL Paper 79
2. UK Gambling Commission Industry Statistics
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their money as they wish. Hopefully
a balance can be struck between
competing interests so that, whatever
the outcome, all parties involved can be
relatively pleased,” he concluded.
What has already been telegraphed
by the Department for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport, the government
department leading the Review, is that
license fees are going to go up and
sharply in some cases. Non-remote
licenses will increase by 55 percent
and remote licenses will cost up to 72
percent more, although the Gambling
Commission stresses the total will still
represent only 0.22 percent of UK GGY.
That increase is justified, says Lord
Smith. “The Gambling Commission
does a reasonable job but it’s an
analogue organization in a digital world
so it needs help to cope with what’s
happening now. To take the example
of tax legislation, there is always going
to be a smarter accountant to help
to avoid it. It’s the same in gambling.
The industry is so fast moving that
the Commission is always going to be
playing catch up.”
Others on the panel agreed with
the need for continually improving
regulation. Adam Rivers, Regulatory
Economist, KPMG, said: “This is a
complex industry so it’s right to ask
‘does the regulator have the resources
and expertise to do its job effectively?’
“A National Audit Office report in
2019 found that the Commission has
strengths in land-based, but a fast
moving online industry requires strong
economic and regulatory thinking and
this is more of a question mark. If we
take the example of the consultation
on online slots: the Commission gave a
high-level position then jumped straight
to regulation, calling into question

regulatory transparency and its ability
to construct (and convey) detailed
analysis. The Commission and operators
should also do more to monitor the
impact of regulation over time by
building impact assessment modelling
in advance of implementation. They
can then show how and whether
interventions have worked. Otherwise
it’s harder to see the results and to hold
the industry and regulators to account
for effectiveness,” he added.
“There is a question about public
sector pay and whether the funding
model enables UKGC to hire the
skills required. My view is that there
is already a consultation around a
potential increase to funding which
hopefully gets put towards the right
skills, including economic analysis.
Other regulators that UKGC has
previously worked with, for example the
Competitions and Markets Authority
show that regulation can be more
proportionate and effective if these
investments are made. It’s not about
UKGC not recognizing or wanting
to work in this way, but they lack the
resources and regulatory guidance.”
Others agreed with Jeremy Phillips
who suggested that, based on his
experience in a number of reviews and
appeals, “paradoxically an increase in
fees may benefit the industry as the
regulator would be better able to deal
with legal and practical issues”.
Brigid Simmonds of the Betting and
Gaming Council was keen to see the
government go further.
“As well as increasing fees,” she
said, “Government needs to look at
things like the potential role of an
ombudsman. We do have some means
of redress (IBAS who provide a betting
adjudication service), but there is not
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really a body that deals with complaints
about those in the industry. The
industry is not against establishing
the sort of body which might remove
some pressure from UKGC and help
consumers with a faster resolution. Its
powers however, would need to be very
specific.”

Affordability: specter or
straw man?
Of the Select Committee’s
recommendations, there is one which
has got commentators and the industry
hot under the collar. The suggestion that
operators should consider affordability
and identify customers who are
gambling more than they can afford
has rung alarm bells across the sector.
They are fearful that customers could
be required to produce bank statements
or even tax returns before placing bets.
This could have a devastating on sectors
such as horse racing and drive gamblers
offshore.
Lord Smith was adamant this was not
their intention saying: “We said it should
be looked at but in the context of people
being invited to join VIP schemes, for
example. It is highly unlikely in my
view that Government will introduce
a requirement to produce a bank
statement to bet or set affordability at a
ridiculously low level. It’s not realistic
until we’re talking about VIP levels. In
terms of affordability, the benchmark
is the National Lottery where you can
wager £5 up to 75 times a day (on their
online Instant Win Games). If you walk
into a newsagent and buy £1000 of
scratch cards no one’s going to stop you.”
The industry does have real concerns,
however. Brigid Simmonds quoted
a recent PwC report which showed
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numbers turning to illegal gambling
sites have increased from 2.2 percent to
4.5 percent in the last 18 months.3
“There is a fear among members that,
if we go too far, unless it’s frictionless,
customers won’t participate in regulated
UK sites. Our concern around
affordability is about process. This is a
subject that should be considered as part
of the Gambling Act Review, rather than
imposed before the Review has been
completed.”
Gaming lawyer Andrew Tait shared
this view saying: “The Gambling
Commission is already regulating on
affordability – they set what constitutes
a threshold and when they consider a
check should be made. It’s happening
though the back door. It shouldn’t be
for UKGC to have the final say as it will
have a massive effect on the industry,
and it would be the wrong way to bring
it in.”
He pointed to the avalanche of
regulation that operators have had to
cope with. “The issue lies with operators
being able to comply and keep up
with regulatory requirements and
enforcement. The UK leads the way
in Europe in terms of regulation and
enforcement. By and large that has had a
positive effect on the industry which has
undergone a complete culture change
and is now ‘safety first’.
“The industry is coping but it operates
multiple products from casino to betting
to bingo, so monitoring customers
transferring from one type to another
or switching between oﬄine and
online requires robust technology. If an
affordability threshold was set at £100/
month it would result in volumes which
would be difficult for operators to cope

with, especially those in tier two and
below and some would almost certainly
exit the market. VIP is a separate issue,
but when you extend affordability to
all categories of players the challenge
multiplies.”
He also asked the regulator to
consider the cost of their actions on
operators. “Fines are seen as a measure
of enforcement but behind the fines
there is a massive operation required
to deal with remedial action plans.
Operators need to engage lawyers,
undertake compliance assessments
and invest management time so the
size of the actual fines are the tip of the
iceberg. Some operators will settle just
to get out of the cost of defending an
enforcement.”
Hoping that the focus on evidence
will result in proportionate regulation,
Tait said: “Online gambling is seen as
high risk but it’s actually low risk as
operators can monitor and see play
taking place in real time. The highest
incidence of underage gambling comes
with slot machines in pubs etc. and with
retail lottery. As technology improves
it will provide that safe environment
which we’re working towards. Sensible
guidance around affordability will add
another layer of safety.
“You’re trying to protect the two
percent of low to high-risk gamblers
to the detriment of 98 percent and in
ways which risks them going elsewhere.
If they do, we know that they will
be playing in an environment with
lower protections and that will do
much greater damage in the long term
than protecting the two percent. Bad
regulations will not only be ineffective
but will have significant negative effects.”

An industry response
Determined not to be blindsided as
it was by the £2 stake limit brought
in for fixed-odds betting terminals in
2018, the industry has been active in
a number of ways, from improving its
communications to commissioning
reports.
Lord Smith encouraged industry
players to engage with the consultation:
“It’s no good saying that the problems
don’t have anything to do with us.
There were £19.6 million of fines issued
in 2019 including to household name
operators so clearly there have been
difficulties and if the industry ignores
that it will suffer as a result. There were
concerns over FOBTs but the industry
thought nothing would happen as
they were such a sizeable source of tax
and so it didn’t do anything. Then the
overnment brought in the £2 stake limit
with the consequent effects on jobs in
retail and driving people online or out
of the game. It has been said that the
one percent of the adult population
who are problem gamblers contribute
25 percent of the industry’s profits and
the next four percent who are moderate
problem gamblers contribute a further
35 percent of the industry’s profits.
Clearly an Industry which makes 60
percent of its profits from five percent
of the adult population who have severe
to moderate gambling issues, needs to
focus its attention.”
His point was reinforced by Lawrence
Robertson, MP who added: “The
Responsible Gambling Strategy Board
(now the Advisory Board for Safer
Gambling) pointed out that FOBTs were
only the fifth most dangerous form of

3. PwC Review of unlicensed gambling in the UK, February 2021
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gambling4 but all the focus went onto
them. The industry could have saved
itself by acting years ago and FOBTs
would never have become such an issue.
This is a salutary lesson for the industry
but also provides something for the
government to learn from.”
Brigid Simmonds accepted the need
to engage but pointed out measures
taken in recent years: “We have
launched 22 commitments including
a whistle-to-whistle ban on gambling
advertising around sporting events
and a lot of work around games and
restrictions to game design. What we
can’t do is sit here as operators saying

we’ve been best in class. Covid has
provided the stimulus for the industry
to do more to promote safer gambling,
deposit limits and time limits to prevent
people stuck at home from spending
their time gambling. Twenty percent of
ads are now for safer gambling and the
industry has taken a lead, but we accept
there is more we need to do.”
The strain on public finances
brought about by Covid-19 may put
H.M. Treasury in a stronger position
to resist calls to reign in the industry,
but experience suggests that cannot be
relied upon. In addition to providing
evidence to the Review body, the

industry will have to pick its way
carefully through the minefield of
public opinion.
The call for evidence to the UK
Gambling Act Review was due to close
on 31st March and is expected to report
later in 2021.
Panellists were Lord Philip Smith of
Hindhead, Lawrence Robertson, MP,
Brigid Simmonds, Chair of the Betting
and Gaming Council, Andrew Tait,
INCE Gibraltar and Adam Rivers,
KPMG. They were speaking at an IMGL
webinar chaired by lawyer Jeremy
Phillips QC.

4 RGSB Advice in relation to the DCMS review of gaming machines and social responsibility measures

The background to the Review and what it should address
Audrey Ferrie, Pinsent Masons

T

he UK government policy paper, “Review of the
Gambling Act 2005 Terms of Reference and Call
for Evidence”, published on 8 December last year
is the first detailed review of gambling legislation since
the Budd Report in 2001. That review led to the 2005 Act
which, amongst other changes, opened up the industry
by removing the “demand test” for gambling premises,
permitting advertising and attempting to address some of
the issues raised by technology. The Act was also intended
to consolidate the legislation. To a limited extent it did that,
but what we now have is a plethora of secondary legislation,
conditions, codes of practice, guidance notes, policy
documents, statements of principle all of which change
frequently. Not streamlined at all!
The ministerial foreword to the current review rightly
states that gambling has changed enormously in the last
15 years, referencing technology and the Smartphone in
particular. The government’s stated objective is to make
sure that the 2005 Act is fit for the digital age. What they
seem to have in mind is not an overhaul but tinkering with
the existing legislation – always untidy! They also want to
make sure that the balance of regulation is right. While
it is acknowledged that gambling is a fun leisure activity
for many people, sadly for some it becomes a problem, an
addiction. There is now a groundswell of public opinion,
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supported by politicians from all parties, public health
officials, academia and the press in favor of even tighter
regulation and more enforcement with serious consequences
for operators and their executives. Many of us have firsthand experience of enforcement and it is a minefield, not
least because of the lack of clear guidance on the procedures
and penalties.
There is a section in the review on the Gambling
Commission’s powers and resources. Are they sufficient?
Could they be used differently or more effectively? My
view is that the Commission has very wide powers and
they are used very effectively. However, I would welcome
clear guidelines on financial penalties, for example, and
much more structure around the “meetings” they hold with
operators whose licenses are subject to review.
Another topic addressed in the review is “consumer
redress”. In considering whether there is a need to change
redress arrangements in the gambling sector, whilst
acknowledging the damage which can be done, financial
and otherwise, to “victims”, we should not overlook general
principles such as duty of care, fault and contributory
negligence. In my view it would be wrong to adopt a “strict
liability” approach and I would urge the policy makers and
legislators to bear that in mind.
Audrey Ferrie is Legal Director for Pinsent Masons in London

